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Historical Background

✓ Chinese-Egyptian Research Center has been established in 2009 as a first joint scientific research center between Egypt and China in order to enhance the ties and relationships between the two countries.

✓ It entered into force based on a number of agreements Between Helwan University in Egypt and Shanxi, Chongqing technology and Jinzhong Universities in China.

Units of the Center

1- Economics and International Trade Unit.
2- Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises Unit.
3- Technology and Industry Projects Unit.
4- Linguistic and Civilization Unit.
5- Social and Law Studies Unit.
6- Intellectual Property and Innovation Unit.
Vision

Our Center is a well-international expertise center in Chinese-Egyptian studies and exchanging the experiences in economics, international trade, technology, fine and applied Arts and industry Fields.

Mission

Enhancing the cooperation and partnerships between China and Egypt via preparing a joint research in economics, trade and technology in addition to a joint organizing of international conferences, seminars and workshops in the center’s fields.
Objectives of the Center

The center aims to support the different channels and forms of collaboration to establish a successful Chinese-Egyptian partnership according to the joint benefit and bilateral cooperation through:

- Enhancing the technological development and innovation between two countries and maximizing the benefits from the Chinese experience to establish a technological base for production to raise the competitiveness capabilities in international markets.

- Providing SMEs with the technical support and incubating some of them to overcome the marketing, finance, technical and managerial difficulties which faced by them. It can be done via the joint coordination between the different institutions in two countries such as the social development fund in Egypt.
Objectives of the Center

- Undertaking the feasibility studies for business and industry for different projects and providing the private sector with technical consultations.
- Capacity building for the employees in industry, technology, trade, project management and finance considering the new curricula in this affair at the international level based on the domestic market needs.
- Studying the problems and difficulties in foreign trade sector in each of China and Egypt and proposing some innovative solutions.
- Publishing the main important research and studies in China and Egypt considering the center’s fields. In this affair, our center launched the first scientific Journal in Chinese-Egyptian Research by 2012.
- Proposing some joint educational academic and professional programs in international trade and economics.
Delivered Services by the Center

- Technical consultations.
- Financial, marketing, managerial, economic and technical feasibility studies.
- Specialized studies in the mentioned fields to industry and private sector in China and Egypt.
- Organizing regional and international exhibitions.
- Joint international conferences, scientific and cultural seminars and workshops.
- Public and private training programs by Chinese and Egyptian experts.
Our Partners

- Chinese Embassy in Cairo.

- Chinese Cultural Center in Cairo.

- Shanxi University of Finance and Economics in China.

- Chongqing technology and Business University in China.

- Jinzhong University in China.

- Nankai University in China.
Main Undertaken Activities of the Center

- Delivering the assistance to Faculty of Arts in Helwan University to Establish an academic department to teach Chinese language. It will be ready to work within one year.

- Organizing a cultural seminar in 2009 in collaboration with the Chinese Embassy in Cairo and it was honored by participation of the Excellency Former Ambassador Wu Chunhua in Egypt.

- Joint organizing the first international conference between Helwan University and Shanxi University of Finance and Economics in China in 2010 on the trends of Chinese-Egyptian Cooperation in economics and technology fields. In this conference, about 40 Chinese and Egyptian researchers has been participated with accepted papers.
Main Undertaken Activities of the Center

- Preparing a joint public lecture on “100 years For the Chinese Song” by our center in collaboration with the Chinese Cultural Center and Faculty of Musical education in 2010. This lecture was delivered by the Ex- Minister of Culture in China.

- Launching a website for the center in each of Arabic and English languages on the home page of Helwan University by a strong support from Prof. Yasser Sakr, President of the university.

  http:www.helwan.edu.eg/ chinese /

- Launching the first scientific study of the center on: Competitiveness of SMEs and Intellectual Property in Egypt.
Cutrent and Future Activities

- Preparing a joint second international conference in collaboration with Nankai University in China on “The Future of Chinese-Egyptian Relationships in the Twenty First Century” It will be taken in our University in (17th-18th of March, 2013) under the auspices of Excellency Ambassador Song Aiguo.

- Organizing a cultural session of the center on ”New ways to support the role of Chinese and Egyptian Youth in the twenty first century within the new developments post- Arab spring revolutions and development in east Asia”

- Launching three volumes of the Chinese-Egyptian Research Journal. It will include the accepted papers in the first conference of the center.
Current and Future Activities

- Implementing a package of training programs to acquire the young people different skills in the entrepreneurship’s field and how to startup small business.

- One professor in Economics from Helwan University will visit Shanxi University of Finance and Economics to deliver some lectures for undergraduate and postgraduate students in November 2012 and Helwan University will host another professor in 2013.

- A distinctive delegation from Nankai will visit Helwan University to participate in the second international conference of center in 2012.
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